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HAMILTONIAN SYMMETRIES AND REDUCTION IN
GENERALIZED GEOMETRY
SHENGDA HU
Communicated by Min Ru
Abstract. A closed 3-form H ∈ Ω30(M) defines an extension of Γ(TM) by
Ω20(M). This fact leads to the definition of the group of H-twisted Hamil-
tonian symmetries Ham(M, J;H) as well as Hamiltonian action of Lie group
and moment map in the category of (twisted) generalized complex manifold.
The Hamiltonian reduction in the category of generalized complex geometry
is then constructed. The definitions and constructions are natural extensions
of the corresponding ones in the symplectic geometry. We describe cutting
in generalized complex geometry to show that it’s a general phenomenon in
generalized geometry that topology change is often accompanied by twisting
(class) change.
1. Introduction
Generalized complex structure was introduced by Hitchin [23] and developed
by Gualtieri in his thesis [22]. Much more work has been done since. This
structure specializes to complex and symplectic structures on two extremes and
it is regarded as the natural category in which to consider constructions pertaining
to both, e.g. mirror symmetry.
The group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms occupies a prominent place in sym-
plectic geometry. Reduction via group actions and related constructions have
been proved fruitful whenever they exist. The existence of such notions and con-
structions in generalized geometry would definitely be desired (e.g. [30]). We
obtain the following analogues of these notions in (twisted) generalized complex
geometry:
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Theorem 3.3. Let (M, J) be an H-twisted generalized complex manifold, GJ be
the subgroup of H-twisted generalized symmetries preserving J. Then Ham(M, J),
the set of time-1 generalized complex symmetries generated by time-dependent
Hamiltonian functions is a subgroup of GJ.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a compact Lie group. Suppose (M, J) is an H-twisted
generalized complex manifold with a Hamiltonian G-action with moment map
µ : M → g∗, so that 0 is a regular value of µ and the action of G is free on
M0 = µ−1(0). Then there is a natural extended complex structure on the reduced
space Q = M0/G.
We remark here that the notion of infinitesimal Hamiltonian symmetry in (un-
twisted) generalized geometry appeared in [22] remark 5.2 and proposition 5.3.
We describe the content of the article in the following. The generalized ge-
ometry studies structures on the generalized tangent bundle TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M
with the structure of Courant algebroid given by a closed three form H ∈ Ω30(M).
When H = 0, it’s shown in [22] that the group of symmetries of the Courant
algebroid TM is given by the semi-direct product
G0 = Diff(M)n Ω20(M), whose Lie algebra is X0 = Γ(TM)⊕ Ω20(M).
The Lie algebra structure on X0 is
(1.1) [(X,A), (Y,B)] = ([X,Y ],LXB − LYA),
which can be seen as the trivial extension of Γ(TM) by the module Ω20(M):
X ◦A = LXA for X ∈ Γ(TM) and A ∈ Ω20(M).
In the presence of the form H, let GH and XH be the respective symmetry
group and Lie algebra. We show in §2 that XH is the extension of Γ(TM) by the
module Ω20(M) defined by the 2-cocyle αH
αH(X,Y ) = dιY ιXH, for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM).
Let X = Γ(TM)⊕ Ω2(M) with the Lie bracket (1.1). Then the inclusion
ψH :XH ↪→X : (X,A)→ (X,A− ιXH)
is an inclusion of Lie algebra (proposition 2.1).
The inclusion ψH comes into play, for example, when we integrate a generalized
field, i.e. a section of TM , into a symmetry of the H-twisted Courant algebroid
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structure:
X = X + ξ ∈ Γ(TM) =⇒ etX := etψH(X,dξ) := (λt = etX ,
∫ t
0
λ∗s(dξ − ιXH)ds).
Analogous to the symplectic case, we define (cf. [22]) the generalized Hamiltonian
field generated by f : M → R on an (H-twisted) generalized complex manifold
(M, J) to be
Xf = J(df).
Then etXf is the generalized Hamiltonian symmetry generated by f . This enables
us to define in §3 the notion of generalized Hamiltonian action by a Lie group
G and the group of generalized Hamiltonian symmetries Ham(M, J), completely
parallel to the corresponding definitions in symplectic geometry.
In §4, we describe reduction in our Hamiltonian framework. First of all, the
Courant algebroid structure on M induces one on the reduced manifold Q. The
resulting structure can be (non-canonically) identified with TQ with a twisted
Courant bracket. When the action preserves a splitting, then a choice of con-
nection form gives an explicit description of such identification (cf. corollary
4.5). Furthermore, the Sˇevera class of the reduced structure (which is the class
[H] ∈ H3(M) when a splitting is chosen) does not depend on either the choice
of the connection form or invariant B-field action on the original manifold. We
also prove some minor facts, such as the reduction of a generalized Calabi-Yau
manifold (as in [23]) is a generalized Calabi-Yau manifold in the same sense; and
when the group is torus, the twisting form of the reduced structure satisfies a
Duistermaat-Heckman type formula in a component of regular values of the mo-
ment map. In §4.5, we compute the example of C2 \ {(0, 0)} with nontrivially
twisted generalized complex structure.
With the generalized complex reduction in hand, other related constructions
and phenomena exhibit themselves, such as the coupling structure, cutting, wall
crossing (at least for S1-action) etc. As in the case of symplectic geometry, we
may also weaken the condition of free action and instead have orbifold as reduced
space. These we postpone to a later work. Here we only describe cutting (§5),
along the line of cutting constructions of [33, 34, 13], to show that operations
in the generalized geometry share a common feature, i.e. change of topology is
accompanied by change of twisting (class).
In the appendix, we collect various definitions and theorems on Lie and Courant
algebroids and some facts on Lie algebra extensions.
The early version of this work appeared on the arXiv along with the works
of Lin-Tolman [36], Bursztyn-Cavalcanti-Gualtieri [14] as well as Stienon-Xu [54]
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around the same time. In [24] Hitchin described an example of generalized Ka¨hler
reduction. Another version of generalized complex reduction is given in [15], which
is based on a notion of generalized holomorphic map. In particular, the fibers over
the regular values of such maps carry natural complex structures. Another point
of view is provided by [56], which discusses three related stuctures on TM .
The reduction described in this article also fits into the bigger picture of re-
duction theory. We give a very brief and extremely incomplete recount of re-
lated works in the following. More may be found in the references of the works
mentioned below. First of all, our construction is a direct generalization of the
Marsden-Weinstein reduction [41] in symplectic geometry to the generalized com-
plex category. As shown in [22], generalized complex structures can also be defined
as complex Dirac structures with real index 0. In fact, any generalized (as well
as extended) complex structure provides the manifold with a Poisson structure
(see §3.1 and the references therein) and the reduction constructed here coincides
with the Poisson reduction defined by [40], when seen in the Poisson category.
More generally, the reduction of Dirac structures (without twisting) was done in
the control community, e.g. [9, 10], where integrability is not required while the
reduced structure will be integrable if the original one is so. These are the so
called Hamiltonian point of view. Another point of view on reduction of Dirac
structures comes from the relation with variational principles, see for example
[42, 43]. The reduction in singular cases for the Poisson and Dirac structures are
also known, e.g. [50], [11], as well as the excellent book [51], where many more
references may be found. Group valued moment maps are discussed in [45] for S1,
[20] for the torus and [3] for the general case. The related reduction and further
theory can be found in for example [4, 5], [12]. Reduction of symplectic structure
by the action of a Poisson Lie group was also discussed, e.g. in [39]. In there
the moment map would have target space the dual Poisson Lie group instead
of the dual of the Lie algebra. Relation among different sorts of reductions of
symplectic structures with or without moment map is discussed in the paper [51]
and the references therein. For the relation of symplectic reduction to algebraic
geometry, the survey article [31] and the references therein are excellent sources.
Of other geometrical structures, to name just a few, such as Ka¨hler, hyper-Ka¨hler
[25, 38, 37], Sasakian, locally conformal symplectic or Ka¨hler geometries and con-
tact geometry, etc, the various reductions were considered as well. Because of the
limited scope of this paper, we only mention some recent developments of these,
from which more references can be found: Ka¨hler [26, 27, 28, 29, 6], hyper-Ka¨hler
[8, 52, 49], contact [2, 17, 57], Sasakian [21, 16], Vaisman structure [19], locally
conformal Ka¨hler [18], locally conformal symplectic [47], complex Poisson [48] etc.
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The very incomplete list above could not and was not meant to capture the vast
literature on and the span of the reduction theory. Instead, it only shows partly
how much more the author needs to learn in this fascinating field of mathematics.
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A note on the notations: There are lots of brackets in the following. We did
not try to make them all look different, for which there would be too much clutter
of notations. Instead, except in the appendix where various bundles are involved
and we distinguish them by bundle subscripts, we only make the distinction of H-
twisted brackets by adding subscript H. As to the spaces on which the brackets
are defined, it should be clear from the context.
2. Generalized symmetries
2.1. Symmetry group of Courant brackets. The symmetry group of (TM, 〈, 〉)
we’ll consider is the group of generalized symmetries G = Diff(M)nΩ2(M), whose
action on TM is defined as push-forward by the following, where X ∈ TM and
ξ ∈ T ∗M :
(2.1) (λ, α)◦(X+ξ) = λ∗X+(λ−1)∗(ξ+ ιXα), where λ ∈ Diff(M), α ∈ Ω2(M).
We recall the definition of the H-twisted Courant bracket on Γ(TM):
[X + ξ, Y + η]H = [X,Y ] + LXη − LY ξ − 12d(ιXη − ιY ξ) + ιY ιXH.
The action of (λ, α) on the twisted Courant bracket gives the following:
(2.2) (λ, α) ◦ [X + ξ, Y + η]H = [(λ, α) ◦ (X + ξ), (λ, α) ◦ (Y + η)](λ−1)∗(H−dα).
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The 2-form α is the B-field of the generalized symmetry (λ, α). The action of
(id, α) is also called a B-field transformation. Another convention for the action
of G is also valid, i.e. (λ, α) ◦ (X + ξ) = λ∗X + (λ−1)∗ξ + ιλ∗Xα, while they give
the same infinitesimal action. We write down the composition law (in our chosen
convention for the action):
(2.3) (λ, α) · (µ, β) = (λµ, µ∗α+ β).
We have the extension sequence of groups:
0→ Ω2(M)→ G pi1−→ Diff(M)→ 1,
Let {(λt, αt)} be an 1-parameter subgroup of G , then {λt} is an 1-parameter
subgroup of diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field X. Let A = dαtdt
∣∣
t=0
∈
Ω2(M) then we have
(2.4) (λt, αt) = et(X,A) := (etX ,
∫ t
0
λ∗sAds).
The Lie algebra X of G is then Γ(TM)⊕ Ω2(M) with the bracket:
(2.5) [(X,A), (Y,B)] = ([X,Y ],LXB − LYA).
In other words, (X , [, ]) is the trivial extension of the standard Lie algebra Γ(TM)
by Ω2(M), where the module structure is given by X ◦ ω = LXω (cf. appendix
§6.2):
0→ Ω2(M)→X → Γ(TM)→ 0.
More generally, let {λ˜t = (λt, αt)} be a smooth path starting from the iden-
tity in G and {Xt} the time-dependent vector fields generating {λt}. Then the
infinitesimal symmetry generating {λ˜t} is the path {(Xt, At)} in X , where:
(2.6) At = (λ−1t )
∗α˙t, or equivalently αt =
∫ t
0
λ∗sAsds.
The infinitesimal action of (X,A) ∈X on TM is given by
(2.7) (X,A) ◦ (Y + η) = −[X,Y ]− LXη + ιYA.
A (k + 1)-form ρ ∈ Ωk+1(M) defines a Ω20(M)-valued k-cochain αρ on the Lie
algebra Γ(TM):
αρ(X1 ∧ . . . ∧Xk) = dιXk . . . ιX1ρ.
We have ∂kαρ = αdρ where ∂k is the differential of the Lie algebra cohomology.
Thus, we obtain the following map
α• : Hk+1(M)→ Hk(Γ(TM),Ω20(M)) : [ρ] 7→ [αρ].
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Definition 1. Given H ∈ Ω30(M), the Lie algebraXH is the extension of Γ(TM)
by Ω20(M) defined by the 2-cocycle αH . Equivalently, XH is X0 := Γ(TM) ⊕
Ω20(M) with the following H-twisted Lie bracket (cf. (6.15)):
(2.8) [(X,A), (Y,B)]H = ([X,Y ],LXB − LYA+ dιY ιXH).
Remark. αH can also be viewed as a Ω2(M)-valued 2-cochain, which defines an
extension of the Lie algebra Γ(TM) by Ω2(M). This extension is obviously trivial
since H defines another Ω2(M)-valued 1-cochain γH on Γ(TM) by γH(X) =
−ιXH and we can see that ∂1γH = αH .
Let GH ⊂ G be the subgroup of generalized symmetries that preserve the
Courant bracket [, ]H and (λt, αt) a path in GH . Let (Xt, At) be the infinitesimal
symmetry, then (2.2) gives
(2.9) LXtH + dAt = d(ιXtH +At) = 0.
Proposition 2.1. Consider the linear map ψH : X → X : (X,A) 7→ (X,A −
ιXH). Then
[ψH(X,A), ψH(Y,B)]H′−H = ψH [(X,A), (Y,B)]H′
and ψH : (X0, [, ]H)→ (X , [, ]) is an inclusion of Lie algebra.
Proof. Straightforward computation shows the equality, from which the last
statement on ψH follows. 
For (X,A) ∈ X0, the H-twisted infinitesimal symmetry generated by (X,A)
is ψH(X,A) = (X,A− ιXH). From (2.9), we see that the 1-parameter subgroup
{et(X,A−ιXH)} lies in GH . Instead of (2.7), the H-twisted infinitesimal action is
(2.10) (X,A) ◦H (Y + η) = −[X,Y ]− LXη + ιYA− ιY ιXH.
From now on, we will also use XH to denote the image of XH under the embed-
ding ψH .
2.2. Generalized complex structures. The data (〈, 〉, [, ]H) on TM together
with the natural projection a to TM defines a structure of Courant algebroid as
in definition 8. We then rephrase the definition of generalized complex structure
given in [23, 22] as follows:
Definition 2. The Courant algebroid (TM, 〈, 〉, [, ]H , a) will be called an extended
tangent bundle and denoted TM when we forget the particular splitting into the
direct sum TM ⊕ T ∗M . The bracket [, ]H will then be denoted simply as [, ].
An extended almost complex structure J on TM is an almost complex structure
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on TM which is also orthogonal in the inner product 〈, 〉. Furthermore, J is
integrable and is called an extended complex structure if the +i-eigensubbundle L
of J is involutive with respect to the bracket [, ].
Remark. In [53], the notion of exact Courant algebroid is used for the Courant
algebroid TM here, since it fits into the exact sequence:
0→ T ∗M → TM a−→ TM → 0.
Let s : TM → TM be a splitting with isotropic image (with respect to 〈, 〉), then
it defines the 3-form Hs = 2〈s(X), [s(Y ), s(Z)]〉, which is closed. Then s identifies
the Courant algebroid TM with TM with the Hs-twisted Courant bracket. When
such a splitting is chosen, we will use the notations TM , J, etc, and say that we
have the corresponding generalized structures. The set of splittings is a torsor
over Ω2(M). The class [Hs] ∈ H3(M) does not depend on the choice of splitting
and is called the Sˇevera characteristic class of TM .
Definition 3. The subgroup of generalized symmetries that preserve an extended
complex structure J is GJ . Choose an (isotropic) splitting of TM and let H be
the corresponding twisting form, then we have GJ ⊂ GH .
2.3. Action on spinors. As shown in [22], each maximally isotropic subbundle
L ⊂ TCM corresponds to a pure line subbundle U of the spin bundle ∧•T ∗CM :
U = AnnC(L) := {ρ ∈ ∧•T ∗CM |X · ρ = ιXρ+ ξ ∧ ρ = 0 for all X = X + ξ ∈ L},
where · stands for the Clifford multiplication. A (nowhere vanishing) local section
ρ of U is called a pure spinor associated to the subbundle L. The integrability of
L with respect to the H-twisted Courant bracket is equivalent to the condition
dH(Γ(U)) ⊂ Γ(U1), where U1 = Γ(TCM) · U via Clifford multiplication. More
explicitly, there is a unique local section Y = Y + η of L, so that
(2.11) dHρ = dρ−H ∧ ρ = Y · ρ = ιY ρ+ η ∧ ρ,
where we use the same convention for dH as that in [44]. For a generalized
complex structure J, we say that ρ defines J iff ρ is the pure spinor defining the
+i-eigenbundle L of J.
Lemma 2.2. Let ρ be a spinor, λ˜ = (λ, α) ∈ G and define λ˜◦ρ := (λ−1)∗(e−αρ).
Correspondingly, the infinitesimal action of (X,A) ∈X on ρ is
(2.12) (X,A) ◦ ρ = −LXρ−A ∧ ρ.
Suppose that ρ defines a generalized complex structure J, then λ˜ ◦ ρ defines the
generalized complex structure λ˜ ◦ J. We also have dλ˜◦H λ˜ ◦ ρ = λ˜ ◦ dHρ.
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Proof. Straightforward computation from the definitions. 
3. Hamiltonian symmetries
3.1. Infinitesimal action. As shown by Gualtieri [22], the infinitesimal Hamil-
tonian fields on a generalized complex manifold M can be defined by a complex
valued function F : M → C as X + ξ = 12 (dLF + dLF ), where dL is the Lie
algebroid differential defined on L (see (6.4)), and the infinitesimal symmetry is
generated by (X, dξ). It’s straight forward to check that in the decomposition
TCM = L⊕ L∗, dLF = (dF )L∗ = dF + iJ(dF ). Write F = <F + i=F , then
X + ξ =
1
2
(dLF + dLF ) =
1
2
(dF + iJ(dF ) + dF − iJ(dF )) = d(<F )− J(d=F ).
Let XF +ξF = −J(d=F ), then the infinitesimal symmetry is (X, dξ) = (XF , dξF )
when H = 0, in which there is no contribution from <F . For general H, we take
into account of the embedding ψH and obtain
Definition 4. Let X = X + ξ ∈ Γ(TM). The generalized symmetry preserving
the H-twisted Courant bracket [, ]H generated by X is etX := etψH(X,dξ). Let
f : M → R be a smooth function on an H-twisted generalized complex manifold
(M, J). The Hamiltonian field Xf generated by f is J(df) = Xf + ξf and f is a
Hamiltonian function defining the generalized Hamiltonian symmetry etXf .
Similar arguments as those in Chapter 5 of [22] then imply that {etXf } ⊂ GJ.
Lemma 3.1. For f, g : M → R, let {f, g} = Xf (g). Then {, } is a Poisson
bracket and (M, J) is canonically a Poisson manifold. We have
(3.1) ιXf df = ιXf ξf = 0 and [(Xf , dξf ), (Xg, dξg)]H = (X{f,g}, dξ{f,g}).
Proof. Since idf + J(df) = idf +Xf + ξf ∈ Γ(L), we find that 0 = 〈idf +Xf +
ξf , idf +Xf + ξf 〉 = 2ιXf (ξf + idf). Separating the real and imaginary parts and
we have the first equation in (3.1).
To show that {, } is a Poisson bracket, we compute the H-twisted Courant
bracket of sections of the form Xf + ξf + idf in L:
[Xf + ξf + idf,Xg + ξg + idg]H
=[Xf , Xg] + LXf (ξg + idg)− ιXgd(ξf + idf) + ιXg ιXfH
=[Xf , Xg] + LXf ξg − ιXgdξf + ιXg ιXfH + id{f, g}
It follows that [Xf , Xg] = X{f,g} and ξ{f,g} = LXf ξg−ιXgdξf +ιXg ιXfH, proving
the second equation in (3.1). The rest of the lemma then follows easily from
these. 
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Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, several authors (e.g. [1], [15] and [22])
have noticed that (M, {, }) is Poisson. The non-twisted version of the definition
4 and lemma 3.1 also appeared in various forms in the works cited above. The
Poisson structure does not depend on the splitting of TM since Xf = a(J (df)).
3.2. Group of Hamiltonian symmetries. Let Ft (resp. Gt) be a time-depen-
dent Hamiltonian function on (M, J), and J(dFt) = Xt + ξt (resp. J(dGt) =
Yt+ηt), which generates infinitesimal symmetries ψH(Xt, dξt) (resp. ψH(Yt, dηt))
and a path of generalized symmetries (λt, αt) (resp. (µt, βt)). Then (λt, αt) and
(µt, βt) are paths in GJ.
Lemma 3.2. The path of generalized symmetries (τt, γt) = (λtµt, µ∗tαt + βt) is
generated by Kt = Ft + (λ−1t )∗Gt.
Proof. Let (Xt, At) = (Xt, dξt − ιXtH) and (Yt, Bt) = (Yt, dηt − ιYtH). By
(2.6), we have α˙t = λ∗tAt and β˙t = µ
∗
tBt. Consider (Zt, Ct) where γ˙t = ρ
∗
tCt and
Zt = Xt+λt∗Yt generates ρt = λtµt. We only need to show that Ct = dζt− ιZtH
with J(dKt) = Zt + ζt. We first compute
γ˙t =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
(µ∗t (µ
−1
t )
∗µ∗t+sαt+s + βt+s) = µ
∗
tLYt(αt) + µ∗t α˙t + β˙t.
It follows that
Ct = (ρ−1t )
∗γ˙t = (λ−1t )
∗LYtαt +At + (λ−1t )∗Bt.
By definition, we have Xt + ξt + idFt ∈ Γ(L) as well as Yt + ηt + idGt ∈ Γ(L),
then
(λt, αt) ◦ (Yt + ηt + idGt) = λt∗Yt + (λ−1t )∗(ηt + ιYtαt) + id((λ−1t )∗Gt) ∈ Γ(L).
It follows that ζt = ξt+(λ−1t )∗(ηt+ιYtαt). The lemma then follows from checking
Ct = d(ξt + (λ−1t )
∗(ηt + ιYtαt))− ιXt+λt∗YtH.

Completely parallel to the symplectic case, we have the following:
Theorem(Definition) 3.3. Let (M, J) be H-twisted generalized complex mani-
fold. The group of generalized Hamiltonian symmetries Ham(M, J) ⊂ GJ is the
set of time-1 generalized symmetries generated by time-dependent Hamiltonian
functions. 
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3.3. Hamiltonian action. We assume in the following that the Lie group G is
connected.
Definition 5. The action of a Lie group G on an H-twisted generalized complex
manifold (M, J) is given by a group homomorphism to GJ. It is Hamiltonian with
moment map µ : M → g∗ if the induced geometric action on the Poisson manifold
(M, {, }) is Hamiltonian with equivariant moment map µ, so that the G-action is
generated by ψH(Xµ, dξµ) , where J(dµ) = Xµ + ξµ.
Proposition 3.4. Let the G-action on (M, J) be Hamiltonian with moment map
µ. Let J′ be B-transformed generalized complex structure where B ∈ Ω2(M).
Then the same G-action is Hamiltonian with respect to J′ iff LXµB = 0, for
which case the moment maps coincide.
Proof. We only need to check the condition dξ′τ − ιXτH ′ = dξτ − ιXτH for all
τ ∈ g, where ξ′τ = ξτ + ιXτB and H ′ = H−dB. It’s equivalent to LXµB = 0. 
The following is obvious:
Proposition 3.5. For i = 1, 2, let (Mi, Ji) be Hi-twisted generalized complex
manifold, with Hamiltonian Gi-action whose moment map is µi : Mi → g∗i . Then
(M = M1×M2, J1⊕J2) is an H1⊕H2-twisted generalized complex manifold, with a
Hamiltonian G = G1×G2-action whose moment map is µ1×µ2 : M → g∗. When
G1 = G2, the diagonal action is Hamiltonian with moment map µ′ = µ1+µ2. 
4. Reduction by Hamiltonian action
4.1. General construction. Let G be a compact Lie group. Let M be an H-
twisted generalized complex manifold with a Hamiltonian G action with moment
map µ : M → g∗. Let M0 = µ−1(0) and J(dµτ ) = Xτ + ξτ for τ ∈ g.
We have a few words on the notations below. The subscript µ means that the
associated object is valued in g∗ (except those for Tµ and such) so that pairing
with τ ∈ g gives the corresponding object associated to τ . An expression such as
θ ∧ ξµ, with θ being g-valued connection form, invokes also the pairing between
g and g∗. Another equivalent way of unwinding θ ∧ ξµ is to choose dual basis
{τi} and {τ∗i } of g and g∗ and express θ =
∑
i θiτi and ξµ =
∑
i ξiτ
∗
i , then
θ ∧ ξµ =
∑
i θi ∧ ξi.
Assumption 4.1. We list the assumptions that we’ll use:
(0) The G action preserves the splitting of TM into TM with H-twisted
Courant bracket, i.e. dξτ − ιXτH = 0 for all τ ∈ g,
(1) 0 is a regular value of µ,
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(2) the (the geometric part of) G action is free on M0,
Remark. We’ll drop the (the geometric part of) in condition (2) and simply say
that G action is free on M0. We note the similarity of the condition (0) to the
exactness for Hamiltonian action in symplectic case, where dµ = −ιXµω. They
both imply the existence of an equivariantly closed extension, which is H − uξµ
here and ω + uµ in the symplectic geometry.
Lemma 4.2. Let V = V ⊕ V ∗ and JV be a linear generalized complex structure.
Let Ann(·) denote the annihilating space in the pairing 〈, 〉. Given subspace K ⊂
V ∗, we assume
(1) K + JV (K) ⊂ Ann(K, JV (K)) and
(2) JV (K) ∩ V ∗ = {0}.
Then, 〈, 〉 descends to 〈, 〉K and JV descends to JK on the sub-quotient VK =
Ann(K⊕JV (K))
K⊕JV (K) as generalized complex structure. VK fits into the exact sequence,
which splits non-canonically:
0→W ∗K
a∗K−−→ VK aK−−→WK → 0, with WK = AnnV (K)
N
,
where aK is induced from projection a : V→ V and N = a ◦ JV (K). Moreover, if
(3) 〈N, c ◦ JV (K)〉 = 0, where c is the projection V→ V ∗,
the splitting map WK → VK can be defined by an element of ∧2V ∗.
Proof. The subspace Ann(K, JV (K)) is obviously closed under JV . By the first
assumption, VK is well defined. The pairing 〈, 〉 descends to a nondegenerate
pairing 〈, 〉K since (K, JV (K)) is the null-space of the restriction of 〈, 〉. Also JV
descends to JK on VK and is again generalized complex with respect to 〈, 〉K .
With assumption (2), we have direct sum K ⊕ JV (K). The projection a induces
aK : VK →WK = AnnV (K)
N
, with ker aK =
AnnV ∗(N)⊕ JV (K)
K ⊕ JV (K) 'WK .
The fact that aK is surjective follows from the second assumption. Note that
AnnV ∗(N) ⊕ JV (K) is isotropic with respect to 〈, 〉 and it follows that ker aK is
maximally isotropic with respect to 〈, 〉K .
Let {ul}kl=1 be a basis of K and JV (ul) = vl + gl, then {vl} is a basis of N .
Choose {v∗j ∈ V ∗} so that 〈v∗j , vl〉 = δjl, then the sequence is split by the map
WK → VK induced by AnnV (K) → Ann(K, JV (K)) : w 7→ w −
∑k
j=1〈w, gj〉v∗j .
If furthermore, 〈N, c ◦ JV (K)〉 = 0, then we define B =
∑k
j=1 gj ∧ v∗j ∈ ∧2V ∗ and
the map w 7→ w − ιwB splits the sequence. 
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Theorem 4.3. With the assumptions 4.1 (1) and (2), there is a natural extended
complex structure on the quotient Q = M0/G. Moreover, the extension sequence
splits when pulled back to M0, with the choice of a connection form on M0.
Proof. We first carry out the linear algebra for the bundles TM |M0 and df ∈
T ∗M |M0 . Consider the bundles over M0:
TµM0 =
Ann(dµ, J(dµ))
(dµ, J(dµ))
=
Ann(dµ,Xµ + ξµ)
(dµ,Xµ + ξµ)
and WµM0 =
AnnTM (dµ)
(Xµ)
.
The assumption (2) of lemma 4.2 is given by the assumption 4.1-(2). To see that
TµM0 is well defined, we note that 〈dµτ , dµω〉 = 〈J(dµτ ), J(dµω)〉 = 0 for all
τ, ω ∈ g. Then 〈dµτ , J(dµω)〉 = ιXωdµτ = µ[ω,τ ] = 0 on M0 gives assumption (1)
of lemma 4.2. Thus lemma 4.2 implies that J and 〈, 〉 descends to TµM0 and gives
almost generalized complex structure Jµ with respect to 〈, 〉µ on the bundle. We
also have the exact sequence:
0→W ∗µM0
a∗µ−→ TµM0 aµ−→WµM0 → 0.
The bundle TµM0 isG-equivariant since both Span{dµ, J(dµ)} and Ann(dµ, J(dµ))
are G-equivariant subbundles of TM . The bundle TµM0 with the structure
(Jµ, 〈, 〉µ) descends to the bundle TµQ with the structure (Jµ, 〈, 〉µ) on Q. Ob-
viously, Jµ is both complex and symplectic with respect to 〈, 〉µ. Since WµM0
naturally identifies with pi∗(TQ), the exact sequence above descends:
0→ T ∗Q a
∗
µ−→ TµQ aµ−→ TQ→ 0.
The image of T ∗Q, i.e. ker aµ is maximally isotropic in the induced pairing. To
split the pull-back sequence on M0, we choose a connection form θ on M0 and
define:
(4.1) AnnTM (dµ)→ Ann(dµ, J(dµ)) : Y 7→ Y − (ιY ξµ)θ.
Let X + ξ and X ′ + ξ′ be invariant sections of Ann(dµ,Xµ + ξµ), i.e. the
following vanishing is true (see (2.10)):
LXτ ξ − ιXdξτ + ιXιXτH = 0, [Xτ , X] = 0, ιXdµ = 0 and ιXξτ + ιXτ ξ = 0
and ditto for X ′ + ξ′. Direct computation shows that [X + ξ,X ′ + ξ′]H satisfies
the above vanishing equations, i.e. is again invariant and in Ann(dµ,Xµ + ξµ).
It’s easy to see that [X + ξ, dµτ ]H = 0 and we compute:
[X + ξ,Xτ + ξτ ]H = [X,Xτ ] + LXξτ − LXτ ξ −
1
2
d (ιXξτ − ιXτ ξ) + ιXτ ιXH = 0.
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We point out that the computations in this paragraph only use the vanishing
equations. Now (6.7) implies
[X + ξ, kdµτ + l(Xτ + ξτ )]H = X(k)dµτ +X(l)(Xτ + ξτ ) for k, l ∈ C∞(M0)
and it follows that the H-twisted Courant bracket [, ]H descends to TµQ as a
Courant bracket [, ]µ. Because J is integrable, Jµ is integrable under the induced
bracket on TµQ. Thus (TµQ, aµ, 〈, 〉µ, [, ]µ,Jµ) is an extended complex structure
on Q. 
We show the effect of a B-transformation.
Lemma 4.4. With the assumption 4.1 (1) and (2), let (M, J1) be the B1-trans-
formed generalized complex structure for B1 ∈ Ω2(M)G , then with all other
choices fixed to be the same, the extended complex structure J1 constructed on the
reduction from J1 is a b-transformation of J for some b ∈ Ω2(Q).
Proof. By proposition 3.4, we see that the G action on (M, J1) is Hamiltonian
with the same moment map. Let θ be the chosen connection form and choose a
basis {τj} of g and Xj = Xτj . We define the horizontal part of B1 as
B′ =
∏
j
(1− θj ∧ ιXj )B1 = B1 −
∑
j
θj ∧ ιXjB1 +
∑
j<k
θj ∧ θk · ιXk ιXjB1,
where we interpret (1 − θj ∧ ιXj ) as operators on Ω2(M). Consider the B′-
transformed structure J′ and the corresponding (T ′Q,J ′). Since ιXjB′ = 0
for all j, Ann(dµ, J′(dµ)) = Ann(dµ, J(dµ)) and the bundles T ′Q and T Q are
identical. Since LXk commutes with
∑
j θj ∧ ιXj , we see that there is b ∈ Ω2(Q)
so that pi∗b = B′, the bracket on the extended tangent bundles T ′Q and T Q are
related by the b-transformation and J ′ is the b-transform of J . Now (T1Q,J1)
and (T ′Q,J ′) are isomorphic since the (B′ − B1)-transformation identifies the
corresponding structures on Ann(dµ, J′(dµ)) and Ann(dµ, J1(dµ)). 
Remark. We point out that the form b might not be exact even if B1 were exact.
Suppose that G = S1 and B1 = dα˜ for some α˜ ∈ Ω1(M)G, then b˜ = dα˜ −
θ ∧ ιXµdα˜ = d(α˜ − ιXµ α˜θ) + ιXµ α˜dθ, which descends to b = dα + fΩ for some
α ∈ Ω1(Q) and f ∈ C∞(Q), where Ω is the curvature form of θ.
4.2. Induced splitting. Let B = θ ∧ ξµ be the 2-form defined locally near M0,
where θ is a connection form extending the one in the proof of theorem 4.3. Let
(4.2) B1 = B − 12
∑
j<k
θj ∧ θk · ιXk ιXjB = θ ∧ ξµ −
1
2
∑
j,k
θj ∧ θk · ιXkξj .
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For the last equality, we used the fact that ιXkξj + ιXjξk = 〈J(dµj), J(dµk)〉 = 0.
We compute
ιXlB1 = ξl −
∑
j
θj · ιXlξj −
1
2
ιXl
∑
j,k
θj ∧ θk · ιXkξj
= ξl −
∑
j
θj · ιXlξj −
1
2
∑
k
θk · ιXkξl −
∑
j
θj · ιXlξj
 = ξl.
Apply the inverse transformation e−B1 , we see that the generalized complex struc-
ture JM = J obtains extra twisting and becomes H + dB1-twisted. We have
Corollary 4.5. With assumption 4.1, the extended complex structure (TµQ,Jµ)
splits and the locally defined form H + dB1 as above descends to the quotient and
gives an h-twisted generalized complex structure on Q, where H + dB1 = pi∗h.
The cohomology class [h] ∈ H3(Q) is independent of choice of connection. Let
B2 ∈ Ω2(M)G then [h] is independent of B2-transformation on M as well.
Proof. Assumption 4.1-(0) implies that LXτB = 0. Since LXτ commutes with∑
k θk ∧ ιXk , we see that LXτB1 = 0 as well. Let J1 = e−B1JeB1 , then
Ann(dµ, J1(dµ)) = Ann(dµ,Xµ)
and the subquotient Tµ,1M0 is canonically identified to pi∗TQ, with structure
Jµ,1. The extension sequence naturally splits. Direct computation shows that
the horizontal part of B1 vanishes. By lemma 4.4, TµQ is isomorphic to Tµ,1Q
and the structure Jµ on TµQ is identified with Jµ,1 on Tµ,1Q by the bundle
isomorphism induced from e−B1 . Since the −B1-transformation is orthogonal
we see that (TµQ,Jµ) splits. To get the twisting of reduced structure, because
d(H + dB1) = 0, we only have to compute
ιXτ (H + dB1) = ιXτH + LXτB1 − dιXτB1 = ιXτH − dξτ = 0.
Thus H + dB1 descends to Q, i.e. H + dB1 = pi∗h for some h ∈ Ω30(Q). The
twisted Courant brackets obviously correspond.
For a different connection θ′, let B′1 be the corresponding form as in (4.2), then
the computation above shows that LXτ (B′1−B1) = 0 as well as ιXτ (B′1−B1) = 0,
thus there is a form b ∈ Ω2(M) so that pi∗b = B′1 − B1. Then the structures J1
and J′1 are related by the B′1 − B1-transformation. It follows that the reduced
structures are related by the b-transformation and the cohomology classes of the
twistings are the same. 
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Remark. As with the symplectic reduction, the reduction over coadjoint orbits
can be performed via the shifting trick. Let Oτ∗ be the coadjoint orbit passing
through τ∗ ∈ g∗, the condition 4.1 is then stated for g∗τ∗ , where Gτ∗ is the isotropy
subgroup of the coadjoint action at τ∗.
4.3. Generalized Calabi-Yau manifold. We show that if the manifold is gen-
eralized Calabi-Yau then the reduced manifold is naturally generalized Calabi-Yau
as well.
Corollary 4.6. Let (M, J) be an H-twisted generalized Calabi-Yau manifold.
With the assumption 4.1, the reduced structure on Q is an h-twisted Calabi-Yau
manifold, where h is as in corollary 4.5.
Proof. Choose a dH -closed non-vanishing section of the pure spinor line bundle
U . It follows from (2.12) that ρ can be chosen to be invariant under the G-action.
Because the action is Hamiltonian, we see that
ιXµρ|M0 = −i(dµ ∧ ρ)|M0 = 0
Let B1 be as in corollary 4.5 and H˜ = H+dB1, ρ˜ = eB1ρ, then dH˜ ρ˜ = e
B1dHρ =
0. Since the B1-transformation doesn’t change the Hamiltonian-ness, it follows
that ιXµ ρ˜ = 0 and ρ˜ descends to ρµ on Q with dhρµ = 0. That the h-twisted
generalized complex structure on Q is defined by ρµ and that ρµ is nowhere
vanishing are straight forward. 
4.4. Torus action. When G = T is commutative, i.e. torus, we show that a
Duistermaat-Heckman type formula is true.
Corollary 4.7. With the assumption 4.1, for G = T a torus, we have h =
h0 + Ω ∧ ζµ, where h˜0 = pi∗(h0) is the horizontal part of H, ζ˜µ = pi∗(ζµ) that of
ξµ and Ω the curvature form of the principle T -bundle M0 → Q.
Proof. We compute:
H + dB1 =H + d(θ ∧ ξµ − 12
∑
j,k
θj ∧ θk · ιXkξj)
=(H − θ ∧ dξµ) + pi∗Ω ∧ ξµ−
− 1
2
∑
j,k
(dθj ∧ θk · ιXkξj − θj ∧ dθk · ιXkξj + θj ∧ θk · dιXkξj)
=(H − θ ∧ ιXµH +
∑
j<k
θj ∧ θk · ιXk ιXjH) + pi∗Ω ∧ (ξµ −
∑
k
θk ∧ ιXkξµ)
=†h˜0 + pi∗Ω ∧ ζ˜µ.
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The first parts on the two sides of equality † are equal since LXτ ξµ = 0 and
abelian-ness imply that ιXj ιXk ιXlH = ιXj ιXkdξl = 0. 
4.5. Example: C2 \ {(0, 0)}. We give an example of Hamiltonian S1-action on
a twisted generalized complex (in fact, it’s generalized Ka¨hler) manifold. As
shown in Gualtieri [22], the Hopf surface S does not admit any generalized Ka¨hler
structure without twisting. In [22], it is also shown that a twisted generalized
Ka¨hler structure can be given on S. We will put two S1-actions on M = C2 \
{(0, 0)} with the generalized Ka¨hler structure lifted from S, so that the action
preserves the splitting (cf. assumption 4.1) and are Hamiltonian with respect to
one of the twisted generalized complex structures.
Recall that Hopf surface S = M/Z, where Z acts by scaling n ◦ z = 2nz.
Let the metric on M be g = r−2g˜ where g˜ is the standard metric on C2 and
r2 = |z1|2 + |z2|2, then it descends to S. We will not say anything more about
the Hopf surface since we will mainly work on M . For more details on how to get
the following twisted generalized Ka¨hler structure on S (and thus on M), please
consult [22].
Let J =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and z = (z1, z2) = (x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) = (x1, y1, x2, y2) be
the coordinates in C2, then we may write down the two generalized complex
structures on M as following:
J1 =

0 0 r2J 0
0 −J 0 0
r−2J 0 0 0
0 0 0 −J
 , J2 =

J 0 0 0
0 0 0 −r2J
0 0 J 0
0 −r−2J 0 0
 ,
where the labeling on rows are (Tz1, T z2, T ∗z1, T ∗z2)T . They are both H-twisted
generalized complex structures, where
H =
2
r4
(y1dx1 − x1dy1 + y2dx2 − x2dy2) ∧ (dx1 ∧ dy1 + dx2 ∧ dy2).
It is shown in [22] that H represents nontrivial cohomology in M . In fact, let
z1 = reiφ1 sinλ and z2 = reiφ2 cosλ, where λ ∈ [0, pi2 ] and φj ∈ [0, 2pi), then we
compute that H = − sin(2λ)dλ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ2 on M .
Now let f = ln r, then
df =
1
r2
(x1dx1 + y1dy1 + x2dx2 + y2dy2),
and it’s not hard to check that J1(df) = X1 + ξ1 where
X1 = x1
∂
∂y1
− y1 ∂
∂x1
and ξ1 =
1
r2
(y2dx2 − x2dy2).
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Then X1 generates the action of S1 rotating the z1 plane. Direct computation
then shows that ιX1H = dξ1, i.e. the action preserves the splitting. In fact,
the same map f with respect to J2 gives another Hamiltonian S1-action, which
rotates z2 plane in the negative direction. We write down the components of
J2(df) = X2 + ξ2:
X2 = −x2 ∂
∂y2
+ y2
∂
∂x2
and ξ2 = − 1
r2
(y1dx1 − x1dy1).
Note that the action of Xj fixes {zj = 0}, where j = 1, 2. Thus the actions
on the level set f−1(ln r) always has a fixed S1. We may consider reduction
on M1 = C2 \ {z1 = 0}, for example, with respect to the action generated by
X1. First of all, topologically, the quotient Qr is an open disc in C of radius r.
Thus the generalized complex structure on it cannot be twisted due to dimension
reasons. In fact, in the coordinates (λ, φ1, φ2), we have on {|z| = r, z1 6= 0}:
ξ1 = − cos2 λdφ2 and H = −dB, where B = − cos2 λdφ1 ∧ dφ2 = dφ1 ∧ ξ1.
Noting that the connection form on {|z| = r, z1 6= 0} can be chosen as dφ1, we find
that the locally defined form H+dB is indeed 0. As our computation of H shows
that H = −dB is true in the whole M1, the generalized complex structure we are
reducing is in fact B-transformed from an untwisted one, say J′1 = e−BJ1eB . In
matrices, we have
B =
(
0 b
−bT 0
)
, where b =
1
r2|z1|2
(−y1
x1
)(−y2 x2)
and rows of B is labeled as
T ∗z1
T ∗z2
, and
J′1 =

0 r2Jb r2J 0
0 −J 0 0
r−2J bJ 0 0
JbT 0 r2bTJ −J
 , J′2 =

J 0 0 0
r2JbT 0 0 −r2J
0 0 J r2bJ
bTJ −r−2J 0 0

It’s then easy to check that J′1(df) = X1 and that the quotient structure on Qr,
which is given by the boxed terms in J′1 above, is the restriction of the opposite
complex structure on C. In fact, we also see that J′2 descends to quotient as well,
becomes r−2 times the restriction of the opposite symplectic structure on C. In
other words, the quotient Qr can be identified as the open unit disc D ⊂ C with
the opposite Ka¨hler structure.
Similarly one may show that the reduction with respect to the action generated
by X2 gives the open unit disc with the induced Ka¨hler structure.
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5. Generalized complex cutting
We describe here the cutting construction using the reduction construction in
the previous section. We only state it for S1-actions and C, while cutting with
torus group and toric varieties can be constructed similarly as in the classical
symplectic case (cf. [46], [35]). Moreover, to simplify the statements, we are
going to insist on the full assumption 4.1.
Let (M, J) be an H-twisted generalized complex manifold with a Hamiltonian
S1-action, whose moment map is f . Let (C, ω) be the symplectic manifold with
the standard symplectic structure and the standard S1-action whose moment
map is denoted g. By shifting the images, we may assume that the moment maps
f and g have ranges [0, a] and [0,∞) for some a > 0. Now consider M × C
with the product generalized complex structure J˜ and the moment map F =
f + g : M × C → [0,∞). Then J˜ is pi∗1H-twisted, where pi1 is the projection
to the first factor. Suppose that  is a regular value of f and S1 acts freely on
f−1(), then theorem 4.5 provides a twisted generalized complex structure J on
M− = f−1([0, ])/ ∼ via reduction with respect to F where ∼ is the equivalence
relation on the boundary given by S1-action. As a sanity check, we first show:
Lemma 5.1. When a <  we have f−1() = ∅ and M− = M naturally as twisted
generalized complex manifold.
Proof. Let J(df) = Xf + ξf and Jω(dg) = Yg, then J˜(dF ) = Xf ⊕ Yg + ξf ⊕ 0.
Consider the following map:
Φ : M × I × S1 →M × C× : (m, a, λ) 7→ (φ(λ,m), a− f(m), λ),
which identifies M × I × S1 to a neighbourhood of the level set F−1(), where
φ(λ,m) is the action of λ ∈ S1 on m and the coordinate on C is given by z =
e2piiλ
√
2a. Let the S1-action on the domain be trivial on the first and second
factors and the multiplication on the third. Then Φ is equivariant. Furthermore,
Φ ◦ F = pi2 is the projection to the second factor. Pull everything back to
M × I × S1, then topologically the quotient is simply the projection to the first
factor. Direct computation gives (Φ∗J˜)(dpi2) = ∂∂λ . The horizontal part of Φ
∗J˜,
i.e. restriction to any M × {(a, λ)}, is identical to J due to invariance of J under
the S1 action. Thus M− = M as twisted generalized complex manifold.
To get the twisting form, we can also let dλ denote the trivial connection
on F−1() and consider the form H ′ = H ⊕ 0 + d(dλ ∧ (ξf ⊕ 0)). Then direct
computation shows that Φ∗H ′ = pi∗1H. 
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For the general case, we note that the principle S1-bundle overM− = f
−1([0, ))
is trivializable while the Chern class of the associated C1-bundle of the princi-
ple S1-bundle over M− is the Poincare´ dual of the reduced submanifold Q =
f−1()/ ∼. Let ′ < ′′ ∈ (0, ), so that  − ′ is small enough and U1 =
M− \ f−1([0, ′]) can be identified (equivariantly) with a neighbourhood of the
normal bundle of Q in M− , where the action is linear on the fiber. Let U2 = M−′′ ,
then {U1, U2} is an open covering of M− . Let {λ1, λ2} be a partition of unity
subordinates to the covering {Ui}, so that λi = 1 in Ui \ (U1 ∩U2). Let θ be the
connection form on f−1() and define the reduction Q. Let θ1 be the pull back
of θ via the bundle projection to U1. Let θ2 be the trivial connection and θ be
the connection form on M− constructed from θi and the partition of unity λi.
Proposition 5.2. With the above choice of connection form θ, Q is naturally a
(twisted) generalized complex submanifold of M− in the sense of [7]. In an open
set away from Q, M− retains the original generalized complex structure.
Proof. Since both Q and M− are already equipped with twisted generalized
complex structures, we only have to show that they are indeed compatible. We
show this by exhibiting TQ as a natural subspace of TM− at each point with
the induced brackets and inner products. By construction, over f−1() there is
natural inclusion TfM ⊂ TF (M ×C) given by Z + η 7→ Z ⊕ 0 + η⊕ 0. It induces
inclusions AnnQ(Xf + ξf , df) ⊂ AnnM (Xf ⊕ Yg + ξf ⊕ 0, df ⊕ dg)|f−1(0) and
(Xf + ξf , df) ⊂ (Xf ⊕ Yg + ξf ⊕ 0, df ⊕ dg), since Yg = 0 and dg = 0 over f−1(),
where Ann• denotes the annihilator considered when constructing Q or M− . All
the structures restrict. By the choice of connection form, on M we have natural
inclusion of TQ ⊂ TM− as generalized complex subspace in the sense of [7]. 
Remark. We note that the cutting construction does not need S1-action on the
whole manifold, instead, only a local S1-action near the cut suffices, as in the
symplectic case. That change of twisting does occur with the change of level sets
is easy to see, when we note the two extreme cases, M = ∅ and M = M .
6. Appendix
6.1. Courant and Lie algebroids. The material in this subsection is taken from
[22], where more references can be found. Everything here can be complexified
and get the corresponding complex notion.
Definition 6. A Lie algebroid L over a manifold M is a vector bundle piL :
L→ M with Lie bracket [, ]L on the space of sections Γ(L) as well as an anchor
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homomorphism aL : L→ TM which satisfies the following:
aL([X,Y ]L) = [aL(X), aL(Y )] for X,Y ∈ Γ(L)(6.1)
[X, fY ]L = f · [X,Y ]L + aL(X)(f) · Y for f ∈ C∞(M).(6.2)
Definition 7. Let L be a Lie algebroid over M of rank l. Let Ωk(L) = Γ(∧kL∗),
then the natural differential complex (Ω•(L), dL) is defined as:
(6.3) Ω•(L) = {0→ Ω0(L) dL−−→ Ω1(L) dL−−→ · · · dL−−→ Ωl(L)→ 0},
where dL is given by the following algebraic formula for σ ∈ Ωk(L) and X0...k ∈
Γ(L),
(dLσ) (X0, . . . , Xk) =
∑
i
(−1)iaL(Xi)σ(X0, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xk)+
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jσ([Xi, Xj ]L, X0, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xˆj , . . . , Xk).
(6.4)
Definition 8. A Courant algebroid E over a manifold M is a vector bundle
piE : E →M with nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈, 〉E , a skew-symmetric
bracket [, ]E on Γ(E) as well as an anchor homomorphism aE : E → TM , which
induces differential operator D : C∞(M)→ Γ(E) by 〈Df,A〉E = 12aE(A)f for all
f ∈ C∞(M) and A ∈ Γ(E). They satisfy the following compatibility conditions
for all A,B,C ∈ Γ(E) and f, g ∈ C∞(M):
aE([A,B]E) = [aE(A), aE(B)](6.5)
Jac(A,B,C) = D(Nij(A,B,C))(6.6)
[A, fB]E = f [A,B]E + (aE(A)f)B − 〈A,B〉EDf(6.7)
aE ◦ D = 0, i.e. 〈Df,Dg〉E = 0(6.8)
aE(A)〈B,C〉E = 〈A ∗E B,C〉E + 〈B,A ∗E C〉E .(6.9)
where
A ∗E B = [A,B]E +D〈A,B〉E(6.10)
Jac(A,B,C) = [[A,B]E , C]E + c.p.(6.11)
Nij(A,B,C) =
1
3
〈[A,B]E , C〉E + c.p.(6.12)
In [55], it’s shown that with (6.5) and (6.9), the Leibnitz rule for D, i.e.
D(fg) = fD(g) + D(f)g, implies the definition of D as well as (6.7) and (6.8).
An example of Courant algebroid is TM with the (H-twisted) Courant brackets
and the natural pairing.
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6.2. Lie algebra extension. The material in this subsection is taken from [32],
especially §IV.2 and §IV.3, where more details is available. Although the state-
ments in [32] are all for finite dimensional complex Lie algebras and their repre-
sentations, they obviously adapt to our needs in the main text.
Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and V a representation of g. The
vector space Cn(g, V ) of n-cochains is
(6.13) Cn(g, V ) = Hom(∧ng, V ),
and the coboundary operator ∂n : Cn(g, V )→ Cn+1(g, V ) is defined by
(∂nω)(Y0 ∧ . . . ∧ Yn) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)lYi(ω(Y1 ∧ . . . ∧ Yˆi ∧ . . . ∧ Yn))+
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω([Yi, Yj ] ∧ Y1 ∧ . . . ∧ Yˆi ∧ . . . ∧ Yˆj ∧ . . . ∧ Yn).
(6.14)
Then it’s easy to check that ∂n∂n−1 = 0 and we define
Definition 9. The space of V -valued cocycles (resp. coboundaries) are Zn(g, V ) =
ker(∂n) (resp. Bn(g, V ) = img(∂n−1)). The n-th cohomology of g with coefficients
in V is Hn(g, V ) = Zn(g, V )/Bn(g, V ).
Let g and a be Lie algebras, where a is assumed to be abelian, i.e. [, ] = 0 in a.
Definition 10. A Lie algebra h is an extension of g by a if there is an exact
sequence of Lie algebras:
0→ a i→ h ρ−→ g→ 0,
i.e. the maps i and ρ are Lie algebra homomorphisms and the image of a is an ideal
in h which coincides with the kernel of ρ. Two extensions h and h′ are equivalent
if there is a Lie algebra isomorphism σ : h→ h′, which together with the identity
maps on the other terms gives isomorphism of the extension sequences.
Theorem 6.1. Let h be a Lie algebra extension of g by a with a abelian, then a
is naturally a representation of g by i(X ◦ Y ) = [ρ−1(X), i(Y )], where X ∈ g and
Y ∈ a. The equivalent classes of extensions h which give rise to the same action
of g on a are classified by H2(g, a).
More explicitly, for any cocycle ω ∈ Z2(g, a) we define h = g⊕a as vector space
and the Lie bracket on h is given by:
(6.15) [(X,A), (Y,B)] = ([X,Y ], X ◦B − Y ◦A+ ω(X,Y )).
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